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Ordinary and Radiative Muon Capture Reactions are reviewed with regard* to the
evidence for a renormalitation of the induced pseudoscalar coupling constant inside the
nucleus. Emphasis is placed on the new result* which have become available since the
WEIN-02 conference.

1 Introduction and General Theoretical Background

Muon capture, with its large momentum transfer, is an ideal way to probe the
non-nucleonic degrees of freedom within the nucleus. This temi-leptonic reaction can
be described by a "current - current* interaction based on the Standard Model with
the 2 coupling constants of the basic leptonic weak interaction ( g.,g. ) plus the 4
additional terms ( 9n,g,,g,,9i ) induced by the presence of the strongly interacting
particle.* Except for gr these coupling constants are essentially independent of q1

and they are also real if time-reversal invariance holds true. Both g, and g. are
well determined from superallowed /J—decays' and the /9-asymmetry in polarized
neutron decay3. Assuming the Conservation of the Vector Current (CVC) and G-
parity invariance, we can set g, = g, = 0 and relate gm to the anomalous parts of
the proton and neutron magnetic moments. The final term, the induced pseudoscalar
term, gr, is predicted to be dominated by one pion exchange. Hence muon capture
has long been considered one of the best reactions to probe the pion field surrounding
a bound nucleon.

Assuming the Partial Conservation of the Axial Currentf, PCAC ) along with pion
pole dominance over heavier meson exchanges, it it possible to relate gT to g, in the
following way3-

_ V5m, / . g . W ) yV) _ 2m»Mg.(0)

where mm,m,, and M are the muon, pion and nucleon masses, respectively, / , is
the pion decay constant and g.NN i« the »NN coupling constant. At the momentum
transfer appropriate for fi~ capture on a proton ( q7 = 0.88m* ) we obtain pF(0.88m*)
= 6.789.(0). The world average value of g,/gm extracted from several measurements

"In this paper we will use the standard weak interaction notation - v=vector, a=ajtial-vector,
m^weak-magnetitm, •=»c«l»i, p=paeudo*c*.lar and t=tentor

of muon capture on hydrogen is 6.9 ± 1.5*, in excellent agreement with the PCAC
prediction.

The renormalization of g. and gf inside the nucleus has been studied by many
authors. In the usual treatment of the weak interactions in nuclei, the nuclear current
is taken to be the sum of the individual nucleon currents. Since the bound nudeons
can interact via various meson exchanges it is possible that the collision might excite
a nucleon into an irobar-which is not included in the normal nuclear wavefunction.
To account for such many-body current effects, Ericson and coworkers'* investigated
p-wave exchange curi ents and predicted large quenching factors of 0.70 and 0.33 for g,
and gr in infinite nuclear matter. More recently7 they included the s-wave repulsive
interaction and found a considerably smaller quenching factor for g,/g. — 0.85 in
ordinary muon capture (OMC). For the Radiative Muon Capture (RMC) process,
the momentum transfer, q1, is not fixed, as it is in OMC, but can vary from 0.88 m*
to - mj as E, increases from 0 up to ~ m,,. For this very different RMC kinematical
region, a quenching factor of 0.74 it predicted.

Kircbback and Riska' have also studied the renormalization of the effective ax-
ial and pseudoscalar coupling constants inside the nucleus. They concluded that
it is necessary to consider four separate induced pseudoscalar couplings, which are
associated with the "space-like" and "time-like* parts of the current and charge com-
ponents of the original induced pseudoscalar current, ^ ( 7 • 4)71. and that these are
all renormalized differently in the medium. Their detailed calculations, which include
the renormalization of the pion decay vertex, the self-energy contribution to the pion
propagator and also the renormalization of the srNN vertex, show that both the cur-
rent and charge coupling constants, g^Kg^J associated with the operator (a • q)q are
strongly quenched in the nuclear medium, whereat the current term g™ associated
with the operator qo(° • v)q it only weakly quenched from its free nucleon value. On
the other hand, the charged coupling constant, g^J, can be substantially enhanced
in heavier nuclei. As a consequence of the different relative changes, the destruc-
tive interference between the operators (<r • q) and (a • v) becomes more important in
heavier nuclei and could account for the decreasing RMC branching ratios observed
experimentally.

Although they did not carry out any detailed numerical calculations for the many
states involved in a nuclear OMC/RMC reaction, they found that substantial destruc-
tive interference can occur for the </»/i —» /»/j transition in RMC on *°Ca. Clearly
this detailed analysis of the separate renonnalizations in the pseudoscalar coupling is
a very important step and should be included in any future nuclear RMC calculations.

2 Experimental Situation

There are excellent reviews of both ordinary* and radiative10 muon capture in the
WEIN'92 conference proceedings so only the new results will be discussed in detail



here. Meson exchange contributions (MEC) are known to contribute about 5% to
Ihe fi'D capture rate and more than 10% to OMC on 3He. Since the OMC reaction
is dominated by gv and g. the capture rate is not very sensitive to gr. Hence other
observables have been studied-especially for the light nuclei ( A < 28 ). In addition,
the theoretical calculations of these other observables are predicted to be less sensitive
to the details of the nuclear model and wavefunctions than the OMC r tes.

2.1 OMC on3 He

There are two new OMC experiments on 3He. Both use novel techniques to
visualize the stopping muon and/or outgoing trilon in order to improve the precision.
At PSI a high pressure gridded ionizalion chamber filled with 120 bar of isotopically
ultra-pure *He gas was utilized" as the stopping target and detector. By segmentation
of the anode into 14 separate regions they were able to detect the incoming muon
and separate the outgoing tritons from the other charged products produced in the
breakup reactions with an energy resolution of 30 keV(o). They obtained a value
Ac = (1496 ± 3(stal) ± 3(syst)) s"1. This is in excellent agreement with both the
Elementary Particle Model calculation" and also the Impulse Approximation (once
MEC axe included)13. Unfortunately this very accurate rate measurement does not
provide that much sensitivity and a 19% error is obtained for gr.

There is also new data available from TRIUMF"on the asymmetry of the recoil
triton following capture of fi~ by polarized 3He. In this experiment high power laser
light is used to dynamically polarize the muonic atoms as thty are formed and the
recoil triton is detected in a high temperature ionization chamber. Although the vec
lor analyzing power, A. is about twice as sensitive as the OMC late, this experiment
was unable to reduce the systematic errors enough to produce a competitive result.
However, with the rapid advances in diode laser power and an improved high tem-
perature drift chamber this type of measurement holds considerable promise for the
future.

2 2 "C(fi-,^)"B Recoil Polarization

Several measurements of the transition n~ "C(0+,0) -» v, ' ^ ( l + .O) have been
reported. The longtitudinal (Pi.) *nd average (P.v) polarizations of the I2B recoil
nucleus have been measured both at PS1" and KEK1*. These quantities are ex-
pected to be less sensitive to nuclear model or wavefunction uncertainties than the
OMC rates since they are determined by relative rather than absolute capture rates
to the magnetic subsidies of I3B. Using the Op shell model, Cohen Ruralb effective
interaction and Woods-Saxon wavefunctions, Fukui et al17 were able to fit these polar
izations with gp/g, = 8.5 ±1.9 and 9.7 ± 1.7, respectively. A "lore recent analysis by
Morita" using Hauge-Maripu wavefunclions, meson-exchange currents and the axial

charge results in a value gp/g'a = 7.3 ± 1.3, in excellent agreement with Ihe PCAC
value ( 7.2 at the momentum transfer appropriate for "C).

£.3 RMC in "O

After *°Ca, tt : RMC rate for " 0 has been the next most favourite test case.
The present situation is both confusing and intriguing. The PSI group has reported
two values for the experimental branching ratio, R-,. The first value (3.8 ± 0.4
x 10~*) was obtained using a pair spectrometer1*; the second value (2.4 ± 0.5 xl0~*)
was obtained using a Nal spectrometer30. The latter value is in good agreement
with that published11 by the TRJUMF group (2.2 ± 0.2 xlO"*) However, this
value was obtained after applying a large rate-dependent correction to the spectrum
measured with the Time Projection Chamber. The same TRIUMF group has recently
remeasured the RMC rate for "O using tbeir new drift chamber facility and a more
open trigger. Their preliminary result is about 25% lower than the TPC value. The
new value for ft, indicates a much smaller value of gr/g~. < 6.8 and this is also in
a region where there seems to be very little model dependence, in contrast to the
earlier TPC result. The source of this discrepancy it still under investigation and
these preliminary results are currently available only in a thesis21. However, the very
large value for g~p/g~. = 13.6 ± 1.9 obtained when comparing R_, to the microscopic
"modified impulse approximation" model of Gmitro et a ] " is now suspect.

24 Hyperfine Dependence of OMC Rates in Light Nuclei

In the case of a J, jt 0 nucleus, the IS atomic ground state of the muonic atom is
split into two hyperfine (HF) states with angular momenta F+ = J, + 1/2 and F_ = J,
- 1/2 The ratio of the capture rates, A+ /A_, from theae HF stales is predicted to be
quite sensitive to g'p/g\ and rather insensitive to the nuclear wavefunctions. The HF
dependence of OMC capture rates was used by Winston and Telegdi" to establish the
V-A nature of the weak interaction in yT capture on '*F and by Deutsch et al1* to set
an upper limit g'p/g'm < 12 in "B. There are new experiments underway on "B at PSI2*
as well as some recently published data on **Na from TRIUMF27. Figs la.b show the
variation of the HF capture ratio with g'p/g\ for the 3/2+ -* 3/2+,1/2+ transitions in
J3Na along with the new experimental value which give* g~r/g~. — 1.6111 *<>d < 7.1 for
capture from the MNa(3/2+,g.s) to the MNe( 1823,3/2*) and MNe(1017,l/2+) states,
respectively. Similar results, with no observed gt renormalization, are obtained when
all 6 gamma transitions from //" capture on U N» are analysed1* in disagreement with
the enhancements reported11 for '*O in Gmitro's model.
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Figure 1. The hyperfinr dependence for the 1017 u d 1823 keV 7-rays u • function of / , / / . The
dashed lines indicate the uncertainties due to the origin of the 7— ray«, the hatched areas indicate
the measured values of A+/A_.

i.S f-v¥ Correlation* in nSifr-,v,)nAt

Another 0MC observable which is sensitive to gT/g\ is the 7 — uM correlation
coefficient. For certain nuclei, one can measure this coefficient by observing the
Doppler shift of the de-excitation 7-ray emitted by the recoiling nucleus, as pointed
out first many years ago by Grenacs et aln . Following the notation of Parlbasarathy
and Sridhar30 the 7 — u„ angular correlation for a 0* —• \*ft capture reaction can be
written in terms of three correlation coefficients ( o 0t and /Jj ) -

IJ8)
W

= 1 4 (ji • 7)(7 • (2)

where $ is the angle between the 7 and the v¥ ( which is at 180* to the recoiling
nucleus ) and /i ,7, and vp are unit vectors along the Sy , p.,, and p¥f directions,
respectively.

Until recently the only experiment was one performed at SREL11 on n Si , but there
have been two new experiments, also on MSi, at Dubna37 and at TRIUMF33. Both
experiments measured the Doppler shift of the 1229 keV 7-ray from the transition
MAI(l+,2201)-.MAI(0\972). The TRIUMF experiment also measured the 2171 keV
7 ray between the 2201 and the 30.6 keV, 2* state in order to check the stopping
power of the recoiling MAI ion in the Si target. By placing the 7 detector at 90* to the
incident p. beam they were able to eliminate the fi\ and fa terms. The 7 spectra were
considerably cleaned up by detecting the cascade 942 keV 7-ray following the primary
1229 keV 7 in a large array of Nal detectors. The Dubna experiment, like the original
SRCL experiment, detected only the singles 7 spectra ( at 55* and 125°). After a

a

Figure 2 The measured 7 — vr angular correlation coefficient o as a function of #>/(• . The hatched
a m indicates the measured TRIUMF value43.

careful analysis of their HPGe detector response function and a corrected lifetime*
for the 2201 keV level, the TRIUMF group obtained a value for a •= 0.36 ± 0.06.
This compares quite well with the Dubna value, 0.31 ± 0.03 determined from a very
detailed and sophisticated subtraction on their measured singles spectra. Fig 2 show
the predicted o values versus g\fg\ for several calculations. Unfortunately, there is
considerable model dependence-using the most recent calculation of Kuz'min et al*1

the TRIUMF results gives g,/g\ = OlyJ; for the older calculations of Parthasaratby
and Sridhar90 or Ciechanovicz3* the corresponding values are i*_\° and bill, respec-
tively. The Dubna result for a yields, -3 0 ± 2.0, -2.0 ± 1 6,and 3.4 ± 1.0 when
compared to the same 3 calculations. These values all indicate a rather substantial
quenching of g,/g. in MSi in contrast to the HF studies in u N a which find little if
any quenching. Since the experimental data are consistent with each other it would
seem that a more complete theoretical treatment of this process is now required to
extract a reliable gr result from this observable.

2 6 Nuclear Radiative Muon Capture

Finally we come to RMC. This reaction has long been considered the most sen-
sitive to g'f because it approaches the pion pole as it enters the "ttme-like" region
for the highest photon energies. Apart from the **O situation already mentioned
above, there is excellent agreement for all the experimental data. Unfortunately, the

'The lifetime of the recoiling "AJ* aucleua aho affects the measured Doppler shifl-in addition to
the 7 - ", correlation
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Figure 3 The meatured RMC branching ratio* at a function of Z. The circle* are from Bergbutch"
and the tquare* are from Armstrong el alM.

same cannot be said for the theoretical situation. The recent experiments at PSI19'30

and TRIUMF21-38 have accumulated a large body of data for .nclusive RMC on nu-
clei ranging from l2C to ""Bi which clearly indicates a decreasing branching ratio,
lt, = A/iA»c/AoMC, with increasing A or Z as shown in Fig 3.

A variety of nuclear models ( phenomenological37-3*, Fermi gas3"1*0, shell model*',
and RPA sum rules*1 ) have been used to extract g9 from R,. The Fermiga><
calculation" by Christillin et al(CRS) can fit the observed R, variation for A >
50 with a gr value near 0 which would seem to indicate a substantial quenching in ex
cess of current theoretical predictions. However, a more recent relativistic Fermi-gas
calculation*0 by Fearing and Welsh(FW) does not agree with the CRS calculation.
FW first calculated the OMC rates in infinite nuclear matter and then made the
transition to real nuclei using the local density approximation and integrating over
realistic nuclear density distributions. The nucleon effective mass, M*, was taken di-
rectly from relativistic mean field theory rather than being treated as a free parameter
as in the CRS calculation. Other improvements in the calculation were the inclusion
of the Coulomb energy difference and other isospin-dependenl energy shifts between
ibe initial and final nuclear slates and the variation of M' with the nuclear density.
These energy differences were found to be very important since R, ~ E*. Using the
PCAC value for g'T , FW obtained OMC rates about 2x larger than the data; for
RMC the discrepancy was even larger so their predictions for R, are about 2 x the
experimental data However, their model, like the CRS model, is able to predict the
relative slope of R-, vs Z over a rather large range of nuclei. This is attributed to
Pauli blocking, which plays a larger role in RMC than in OMC, and hence causes R,
to decrease with increasing neutron excess ( N - Z ) as shown in Fig.4
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Figure 4 The measured RMC branching ratio* a. a function of neutron exe
circlet are from Bergbusch" and the square* are from Armstrong et •J*4.

o=(N-Z) The

To isolate these Pauli blocking ( a. (N-Z) ) and §r quenching ( « A ) effects there
has been a recent measurement of RMC on •••"•"Ni at TRIUMF*3. A 50% decrease
in R-, would be expected if Pauli blocking were the cause compared to a ~7% effect
from the small change in mass. The preliminary experimental data show a 30%
decrease in R, in rough agreement with the Pauli blocking explanation. However,
these Fermi-gas models should now be revisited in light of the new predictions for the
separate ^normalizations of the current and charge components of the pseudoscalar
current by Kirchback and Riska§. Hopefully such detailed RMC calculations wiU soon
be undertaken.

2.7 RMC on Hydrogen

These discussions of any renormaliiation of gr inside the nucleus all assume that
the elementary RMC reaction on a proton is completely understood and calculable.
The discrepancy reported by the TRIUMF group** indicates that this might not be
the case. After subtraction of all known backgrounds ( ~30% ), their measured RMC
value is about 50% higher than predicted by the most recent theoretical calculation
by Beder and Fearing*1. This fully relativistic calculation is based on a tree-level
Feynmann diagrams including the effects of nucleon excitations. All atomic and
molecular states for the ?~ in liquid hydrogen were calculated separately. Given that
the theoretical uncertainty for g,/g, has now been reduced to < 3% by a recent*6

calculation this disagreement could b« rather ierious. Several Chiral Perturbation
Theory calculations of RMC are now underway Mid a new second generation hydrogen
experiment is also being planned*7 at PSI.



S Summary and Conclusions

For nuclei with A > 40 all RMC experiments thow a systemetic decrease of R-,
with increasing A. It is not yet clear, however, that this is caused by a quenching of
gp ; it might be produced by Pauli blocking. For the light nuclei the situation is quite
confusing - the hyper fine OMC rate measurements show no deviations of gr from the
PC AC prediction whereas the 7 — «V correlation experiments on MSi show a very large
quenching of gr . The most recent preliminary results for RMC on " 0 seem to refute
the large enhancement of gp predicted by the modified impulse approximation model.
However, before any definitive statements can be made regarding any renormalization
of gr in nuclei we need to have new calculations of all the OMC/RMC observables
incorporating all the latest theoretical ideas concerning gr renormalization.
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